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Abstract
Experiments using the Bappl diode with a subdivided beam drift section were performed on the
KALIF accelerator with the objective to investigate the generation of net currents and their
influence on the focusing properties of the extracted proton beam. The generation of net
currents up to 50% of the diode current was observed for argon gas pressures below 0.1 mbar
in the second drift section. The differences in the time histories of various net current monitors
might be related to a radial dependency of the net current densities in the beam. A comparison
of the focusing properties investigated in shots with and without current neutralization showed
only small differences. No enhancement of the power density related to self-pinch effects was
found. However, the possibility to propagate the beam over a short vacuum distance allows the
use of a backlighter target required for laser absorption spectroscopy.

Introduction
On the KALEF accelerator a proton power density of up to 1 TW/cm2 was reached in the focal
plane of the Bappl diode [ 1 ]. Considering the emission of an annular proton beam (limited by
the angles o^ and a2 ) from a spherical anode surface, a beam of constant brightness B will
produce an even higher power density P =n B (sin2^ - sin2a2) if the incident angle a = (a2 -
a j to the focal plane can be increased. This can be achieved by the generation of a BQ field
( induced by the non-current neutralized beam itself) in the drift section upstream of the focal
plane of an extractor diode. The reduction of the focal length depends on the net current
produced by the beam and on the distance the beam has to propagate non-neutralized. This
distance is rather limited for the KALEF Bappi diode. The beam has to be maintained current
neutralized in regions where it propagates through the return flux of the strong insulating Bappl

field. Therefore the beam drift section for self pinch experiments was subdivided by a second
foil into 2 independent sections which can be held at different gas pressures. In the first section
an argon pressure of 5 mbar is needed in areas where the beam crosses the return flux of the
Bappl field. In the second section, a sufficiently low gas pressure for the generation of a net
current must be established.
With the DRJFTPIC code available at Karlsruhe [ 2 ], simulations for this self-field focusing
scheme could not be performed because this problem needs a self consistent treatment of
current neutralization. Based on the calculation of single particle orbits, a reduction of the
focal length of about 2 mm was estimated for a net current of 200 kA in the beam.

Experimental arrangements and diagnostics
The drift section routinely used is formed between the Mylar foil No.l ( 1.7u.m thick, placed
as close as possible to the cathode side of the acceleration gap ), the walls of the Bappl field
coils and the walls of the drift tube ( Fig.l ). With foil No.2 ( also 1.7um thick ), this drift
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section was subdivided into a first section, always held at the argon pressure of 5 mbar used
normally in the entire drift section, and a second section including the beam focus. In this
second section the argon pressure could be varied independently from the pressure in the first
section.

boron-a pmhole camera

Rogowski coil
for net beam curTent

Fig. 1: Cross section of the Bappl diode with two drift sections and the Ba diagnostics

The radial profile of a high power proton beam at a given axial position can be measured by
placing at this position a boron scattering foil normal to the beam. The beam protons are
scattered isotropically on this boron foil (about 5 pim thick ) and the emitted a particles from
the reaction p (nB,2a) a are imaged on an ion sensitve film ( CR39 ) placed in a pin hole
camera [ 3 ]. The thickness of the aluminum filter foils in front of the boron foil ( 1 l̂ im ) and
the CR39 film (15 \xm ) were chosen such that only protons with energies above 1.5 MV can
be the origin of tracks due to a particles on the CR39 film. Rutherford scattered protons with
energies below 1.7 MV. cannot track the film.
The tracks on the CR39 films were counted using an automatic computer system [ 4 ]. In order
to avoid misinterpretations the track density on the CR39 should not exceed about 300 to 400
for a sample area of 250 by 250 (im. A separation between proton- and a-particle impacts on
the film was not possible.
For the measurement of the beam net current, an integrating Rogowski coil was placed in the
drift tube just behind the rear surface of the support plate of the Bapp| field coils. In this
position the entire beam must penetrate through the inner surface of the Rogowski coil (Fig. 1).
For comparison with the signal of the Rogowski coil, a shunt type current monitor was used to
measure the net current delivered to a metal cylinder ( 5 or 10 mm in diameter ) or to a LiF
target with a diameter of 50 mm.
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Experiments and results

In all shots the diode and KALEF parameters
remained unchanged. The KALIF Marx was
always charged to 85 kV.
Argon gas pressures of below 0.1 mbar in
the second drift section had a strong
influence on the generation of net currents.
Net currents up to 50% of the diode current
were measured by the Rogowski coil with
vacuum in this second drift section. The Fig. 2: Time histories of the net currents
time-of-flight corrected net-current time
histories (Fig. 2) , measured by the
Rogowski coil and the shunt monitor
supporting a LiF target, showed 3 different
phases. In phase 1 no net current was
measured for the time interval of about 10 ns
following the onset of the diode current.
This means that during this time the beam
remained current neutralized. In phase 2 the
net current increased within about 20 ns (
shunt monitor ) and about 40 ns ( Rogowski
coil) to a final value. The gas pressure in the
second drift section had a strong influence
on this final value but not on the net current
onset characteristics ( Fig.3 ). In all shots the
final values seen by the Rogowski coil were
higher when compared with the shunt
monitor. During phase 3 the mean signals of both monitors remained about constant. For
pressures of 0.014 mbar and below, oscillations with a frequency around 80 MHz were
observed during this phase. When replacing the LiF target on top of the shunt monitor by a
metal rod ( 10 mm diam., 35 mm long ), the phase 1 was reduced to about 5 ns and the final
values reached for the same gas pressure were lower. A reduction of the diameter of the rod to
5 mm did not modify the shunt signal.
In order to determine the axial position of the focal plane for the standard drift section
arrangement ( filled with argon gas of 5 mbar ), the boron foil was moved axially in steps of
5 mm from 15 mm before to 20 mm behind the nominal focal plane. This series proved that
the focal plane of the beam is as expected assuming ballistic beam propagation ( 27 mm
referred to the rear side of the Bappl coil support plate). The position of the focus is well
reproducible (less than +/- 2mm ) and the FWHM of the radial beam profile is typically 7 to
8 mm (Fig. 4, upper part, and Fig. 5 curve A). An increase of the beam width and ring type
patterns corresponding to estimates based on ballistic beam propagation were found on the
CR39 films when placing the boron foil before and behind the nominal focal plane (Fig 4,
lower part). Azimuthal inhomogeneities were more pronounced on images from boron foils
placed axially closer to the Bappl coil. Obstacles in the path of the beam became visible. CR39
films from a similar set of experiments performed with vacuum in the second drift section
showed the following differences. The minimum of the FWHM moved axially about 5 mm
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Fig.3: Time histories of the net currents for
various argon gas pressures
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upstream and slightly increased to about 9 mm
(Fig. 5, curve B ). These results indicate that
net currents of up to 280 kA, acting over a
distance of about 5 cm on the beam, may
slightly influence the focusing properties of the
beam. However, no enhancement of the
focused power density was observed. This also
means that the beam can be propagated over a
short vacuum section outside the Bappl field.
Thus a backlighter source for the measurement
of the target temperature by absorption
spectroscopy can be installed. With vacuum in
the entire drift section, but keeping foil No. 1 in
place, only ringshaped radial distributions were
observed. The minimum ring diameter was
found in the nominal focal plane (Fig. 5,
curve C ). If, in addition, the foil No.l was also
ommitted the focus disappeared (Fig. 5,
curve D ).

Conclusions and outlook

The time histories of the net currents and the
differences between their amplitudes are not
yet well understood. An inhomogeneous radial
current distribution that develops when the
beam propagates through the second drift
section might explain this. Depending on time,
the number of electrons required for the
neutralization of the inner beam regions cannot
be supplied either by the low density back
ground gas or by the neighboring surfaces. This
assumption needs to be verified by adequate
modeling and numerical simulations. The self-
induced net currents did not increase the power
density of the beam. This result seems to be
unrelated to any problems with the sensitivity
of the Bet diagnostics or to insufficient shot to
shot reproducibility.
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various neutralization conditions
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